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Erasmus+ Staff Mobility Experience Story 

“Erasmus+ Staff Mobility is an ultimate platform to explore your own self” 

 

Name: Amr Eladl 

Sending Institution: International College of Cosmetology (SIA “Starptautiskā Kosmetoloģijas koledža”), 

Latvia 

Scope of Higher Education: INTERNATIONAL WEEK 2022 “SUSTAINABLE APPROACH TO EDUCATION” 

Mobility Country: Lithuania  

Host Institution: KAUNO KOLEGIJA (Kaunas University of Applied Sciences), Lithuania 

Type of Staff Development: Erasmus+ Staff Mobility for Teaching 

Length of the Mobility Period: March 7th - 10th, 2022 

 

Why have you participated in Erasmus+ Staff Mobility for Teaching?  

Erasmus+ Staff Mobility is a wonderful program that enables participants to acquire new knowledge and 

specific know-how from good practice abroad experiencing how different educational organizations 

across Europe use various methods of technology and approaches to fulfil the needs and demands of 

learners. It, also, increases the knowledge of social, linguistic, and intercultural matters around the world. 

The program is a great chance to meet different people from various countries and educational 

backgrounds exchanging the latest ideas, knowledge, skills, and up-to-date methods. As for me: it is a 

huge opportunity to develop my own competences in my field and increase the relevance of my teaching, 

to gain practical skills and professional development, to build-up new contacts expanding my professional 

and social network, to share my own knowledge and skills with students and colleagues, to improve 

services offered by my sending institution “Starptautiskā Kosmetoloģijas koledža”, and to create spin-off 

effects like curriculum development, development of joint courses or modules, academic networks, 

research collaboration etc. Actually, Erasmus+ program is the best chance to increase professional and 

social satisfactions. 
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What kind of activities have you carried out during the mobility period?  

Regarding the social activities: there was a welcoming event and a presentation of KUAS, on the first day, 

when we arrived at the main campus. A lot of participants, from about fifteen different countries around 

the world, participated introducing themselves and their countries. Then, during the lunch break, we had 

a chance to know each other more through small talks. After lunch, KUAS International Relations Services 

took us in a tour around the different campuses and sectors of KUAS, the library and the Centre of 

Information Resources. On the second day, we enjoyed a welcoming dinner at one of the best restaurants 

in Kaunas. It was a glamorous evening full of fun, social activities, and friendly atmosphere. 

On the cultural level: on the first day, our KUAS colleagues took us on an afternoon trip to the Exhibition 

of Sustainable Art at Pelėdų kalnas. We met artists, teachers, and students. They explained in detail the 

creation process of their masterpieces showing us the labs and the galleries. We, even, had a chance to 

buy some of the students’ hand-made arty pieces. On the second day, we went on an afternoon city tour 

around Kaunas organized by some of the students of KUAS. The students showed us the main sightseeing 

of the city with a brief historical-cultural details. After the end of the mobility period, I, personal, had a 

chance to participate in Kaunas cultural activities during the city’s Independence Day. It was a wonderful 

sunny day full of traditional performances, costumes, flags and songs. It was an awesome experience for 

me.  
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Concerning the professional level: I participated with KUAS International Relations Services in two 

meeting; the first was discussing “what's new in Erasmus+ 2021-2027 program and how to manage it in 

practice”, and the second was focusing on “Internationalization at KUAS”. I, also, had lectures for a total 

of eight hours, at the Faculty of Business Management, debating “How to Master Body Language and 

Communication Skills in the International Business Environment”. In addition, I arranged an outdoor 

activity (coffee meeting) with students exchanging our knowledge and experiences, encouraging them to 

participate more in Erasmus+ mobility and to follow up their post-graduate studies after graduation. 

Moreover, I had a great opportunity to plan future Erasmus+ co-operation via dinner-meetings with some 

of our international colleagues. 

How was the co-operation between the sending and the host institutions before, during and after the 

mobility?  

The co-operation between both sides was exceptional from the very beginning till the end. Professor 

Marika Gederte was awesome as usual arranging all the needed papers, following-up step by step, 

providing time, support, and advice even after the end of the mobility. Our colleagues at KUAS were very 

friendly, welcoming, generous, and helpful. They did their best to make me feel home guiding to the best 

restaurants and sightseeing. Towards the end of this international cultural week, we developed a bond of 

trust, respect, and kindness. 

What are the benefits of your sending educational institution's staff participation in Erasmus+ Staff 

Mobility?  

Participating in Erasmus+ Staff Mobility caters a platform that not only gives an opportunity to travel 

around the world but also a possibility to experience several, pedagogical approaches, and interact with 

various creative minds. It increases cooperation with the partner organizations. Besides, it leads to 

internationalization of my sending institution “Starptautiskā Kosmetoloģijas koledža”. In fact, both 

institutions, the sending and the receiving, acquire better knowledge regarding each other’s international 

activities, and efficiency levels. As for me, on of the most important benefits is to allow non-mobile 

students to get a perspective from abroad (internationalization at home). 

What are the main challenges in preparing for and carrying out the Erasmus+ Staff Mobility for 

Teaching?  

The biggest challenge is to prepare yourself to be acquainted with the new society, language, culture, and 

subculture in the destination. It is not only a matter of finding and preparing new topics for lectures that 
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matter and interest students in the destination, but also getting all the available information about the 

country and the institution that you visit. An accurate punctual plan should be prepared, as well, to 

manage working and participating in all social, cultural, and recreational activities and events. 

Furthermore, one needs to be prepared for the weather-changes too and pack proper clothing 

accordingly. 

Would you provide a piece of advice to colleagues who consider participating in Erasmus+ Staff 

Mobility? 

Dear colleagues, make the best use of the opportunity provided by Erasmus+ Staff Mobility to explore 

your creativity and develop your skills. This program, really, enhances the individual intercultural 

communication and competence. 

How do you evaluate your Erasmus+ Staff Mobility for Teaching experience?  

Erasmus+ Staff Mobility is a boundless program that has been developing my personal and professional 

experiences a lot via exchanging knowledge, experiences with our international colleagues and students, 

building a wide international social network, being acquainted to new cultures, languages, and societies, 

being more cosmopolitan, tolerant and understanding to the whole world around. 


